The CoNLL-2010 Shared Task was dedicated to the detection of uncertainty cues and their linguistic scope in natural language texts. The motivation behind this task was that distinguishing factual and uncertain information in texts is of essential importance in information extraction. This paper provides a general overview of the shared task, including the annotation protocols of the training and evaluation datasets, the exact task definitions, the evaluation metrics employed and the overall results. The paper concludes with an analysis of the prominent approaches and an overview of the systems submitted to the shared task.
Introduction
Every year since 1999, the Conference on Computational Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) provides a competitive shared task for the Computational Linguistics community. After a fiveyear period of multi-language semantic role labeling and syntactic dependency parsing tasks, a new task was introduced in 2010, namely the detection of uncertainty and its linguistic scope in natural language sentences.
In natural language processing (NLP) -and in particular, in information extraction (IE) -many applications seek to extract factual information from text. In order to distinguish facts from unreliable or uncertain information, linguistic devices such as hedges (indicating that authors do not or cannot back up their opinions/statements with facts) have to be identified. Applications should handle detected speculative parts in a different manner. A typical example is protein-protein interaction extraction from biological texts, where the aim is to mine text evidence for biological entities that are in a particular relation with each other.
Here, while an uncertain relation might be of some interest for an end-user as well, such information must not be confused with factual textual evidence (reliable information).
Uncertainty detection has two levels. Automatic hedge detectors might attempt to identify sentences which contain uncertain information and handle whole sentences in a different manner or they might attempt to recognize in-sentence spans which are speculative. In-sentence uncertainty detection is a more complicated task compared to the sentence-level one, but it has benefits for NLP applications as there may be spans containing useful factual information in a sentence that otherwise contains uncertain parts. For example, in the following sentence the subordinated clause starting with although contains factual information while uncertain information is included in the main clause and the embedded question.
Although IL-1 has been reported to contribute to Th17 differentiation in mouse and man, it remains to be determined {whether therapeutic targeting of IL-1 will substantially affect IL-17 in RA}.
Both tasks were addressed in the CoNLL-2010 Shared Task, in order to provide uniform manually annotated benchmark datasets for both and to compare their difficulties and state-of-the-art solutions for them. The uncertainty detection problem consists of two stages. First, keywords/cues indicating uncertainty should be recognized then either a sentence-level decision is made or the linguistic scope of the cue words has to be identified. The latter task falls within the scope of semantic analysis of sentences exploiting syntactic patterns, as hedge spans can usually be determined on the basis of syntactic patterns dependent on the keyword.
Related Work
The term hedging was originally introduced by Lakoff (1972) . However, hedge detection has received considerable interest just recently in the NLP community. Light et al. (2004) used a handcrafted list of hedge cues to identify speculative sentences in MEDLINE abstracts and several biomedical NLP applications incorporate rules for identifying the certainty of extracted information (Friedman et al., 1994; Chapman et al., 2007; Aramaki et al., 2009; Conway et al., 2009) .
The most recent approaches to uncertainty detection exploit machine learning models that utilize manually labeled corpora. Medlock and Briscoe (2007) used single words as input features in order to classify sentences from biological articles (FlyBase) as speculative or non-speculative based on semi-automatically collected training examples. Szarvas (2008) extended the methodology of Medlock and Briscoe (2007) to use n-gram features and a semi-supervised selection of the keyword features. Kilicoglu and Bergler (2008) proposed a linguistically motivated approach based on syntactic information to semi-automatically refine a list of hedge cues. Ganter and Strube (2009) proposed an approach for the automatic detection of sentences containing uncertainty based on Wikipedia weasel tags and syntactic patterns.
The BioScope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008 ) is manually annotated with negation and speculation cues and their linguistic scope. It consists of clinical free-texts, biological texts from full papers and scientific abstracts. Using BioScope for training and evaluation, Morante and Daelemans (2009) developed a scope detector following a supervised sequence labeling approach whileÖzgür and Radev (2009) developed a rule-based system that exploits syntactic patterns.
Several related works have also been published within the framework of The BioNLP'09 Shared Task on Event Extraction (Kim et al., 2009) , where a separate subtask was dedicated to predicting whether the recognized biological events are under negation or speculation, based on the GENIA event corpus annotations (Kilicoglu and Bergler, 2009; Van Landeghem et al., 2009 ).
Uncertainty Annotation Guidelines
The shared task addressed the detection of uncertainty in two domains. As uncertainty detection is extremely important for biomedical information extraction and most existing approaches have targeted such applications, participants were asked to develop systems for hedge detection in biological scientific articles. Uncertainty detection is also important, e.g. in encyclopedias, where the goal is to collect reliable world knowledge about real-world concepts and topics. For example, Wikipedia explicitly declares that statements reflecting author opinions or those not backed up by facts (e.g. references) should be avoided (see 3.2 for details). Thus, the community-edited encyclopedia, Wikipedia became one of the subjects of the shared task as well.
Hedges in Biological Scientific Articles
In the biomedical domain, sentences were manually annotated for both hedge cues and their linguistic scope. Hedging is typically expressed by using specific linguistic devices (which we refer to as cues in this article) that modify the meaning or reflect the author's attitude towards the content of the text. Typical hedge cues fall into the following categories:
• auxiliaries: may, might, can, would, should, could, etc.
• verbs of hedging or verbs with speculative content: suggest, question, presume, suspect, indicate, suppose, seem, appear, favor, etc.
• adjectives or adverbs: probable, likely, possible, unsure, etc.
• conjunctions: or, and/or, either . . . or, etc.
However, there are some cases where a hedge is expressed via a phrase rather than a single word. Complex keywords are phrases that express uncertainty together, but not on their own (either the semantic interpretation or the hedging strength of its subcomponents are significantly different from those of the whole phrase). An instance of a complex keyword can be seen in the following sentence:
Mild bladder wall thickening {raises the question of cystitis}.
The expression raises the question of may be substituted by suggests and neither the verb raises nor the noun question convey speculative meaning on their own. However, the whole phrase is speculative therefore it is marked as a hedge cue.
During the annotation process, a min-max strategy for the marking of keywords (min) and their scope (max) was followed. On the one hand, when marking the keywords, the minimal unit that expresses hedging and determines the actual strength of hedging was marked as a keyword. On the other hand, when marking the scopes of speculative keywords, the scope was extended to the largest syntactic unit possible. That is, all constituents that fell within the uncertain interpretation were included in the scope. Our motivation here was that in this way, if we simply disregard the marked text span, the rest of the sentence can usually be used for extracting factual information (if there is any). For instance, in the example above, we can be sure that the symptom mild bladder wall thickening is exhibited by the patient but a diagnosis of cystitis would be questionable.
The scope of a speculative element can be determined on the basis of syntax. The scopes of the BioScope corpus are regarded as consecutive text spans and their annotation was based on constituency grammar. The scope of verbs, auxiliaries, adjectives and adverbs usually starts right with the keyword. In the case of verbal elements, i.e. verbs and auxiliaries, it ends at the end of the clause or sentence, thus all complements and adjuncts are included. The scope of attributive adjectives generally extends to the following noun phrase, whereas the scope of predicative adjectives includes the whole sentence. Sentential adverbs have a scope over the entire sentence, while the scope of other adverbs usually ends at the end of the clause or sentence. Conjunctions generally have a scope over the syntactic unit whose members they coordinate. Some linguistic phenomena (e.g. passive voice or raising) can change scope boundaries in the sentence, thus they were given special attention during the annotation phase.
Wikipedia Weasels
The chief editors of Wikipedia have drawn the attention of the public to uncertainty issues they call weasel 1 . A word is considered to be a weasel word if it creates an impression that something important has been said, but what is really communicated is vague, misleading, evasive or ambiguous. Weasel words do not give a neutral account of facts, rather, they offer an opinion without any 1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weasel_ word backup or source. The following sentence does not specify the source of information, it is just the vague term some people that refers to the holder of this opinion:
Some people claim that this results in a better taste than that of other diet colas (most of which are sweetened with aspartame alone).
Statements with weasel words usually evoke questions such as Who says that?, Whose opinion is this? and How many people think so?.
Typical instances of weasels can be grouped in the following way (we offer some examples as well):
• Adjectives and adverbs -elements referring to uncertainty: probable, likely, possible, unsure, often, possibly, allegedly, apparently, perhaps, etc. -elements denoting generalization: widely, traditionally, generally, broadlyaccepted, widespread, etc.
-qualifiers and superlatives: global, superior, excellent, immensely, legendary, best, (one of the) largest, most prominent, etc. -elements expressing obviousness: clearly, obviously, arguably, etc.
• Auxiliaries -may, might, would, should, etc.
• Verbs -verbs with speculative content and their passive forms: suggest, question, presume, suspect, indicate, suppose, seem, appear, favor, etc. -passive forms with dummy subjects: It is claimed that . . . It has been mentioned . . . It is known . . . -there is / there are constructions: There is evidence/concern/indication that. . .
• Numerically vague expressions / quantifiers -certain, numerous, many, most, some, much, everyone, few, various, one group of, etc. Experts say . . . Some people think . . . More than 60% percent . . .
• Nouns -speculation, proposal, consideration, etc. Rumour has it that . . . Common sense insists that . . .
However, the use of the above words or grammatical devices does not necessarily entail their being a weasel cue since their use may be justifiable in their contexts.
As the main application goal of weasel detection is to highlight articles which should be improved (by reformulating or adding factual issues), we decided to annotate only weasel cues in Wikipedia articles, but we did not mark their scopes.
During the manual annotation process, the following cue marking principles were employed. Complex verb phrases were annotated as weasel cues since in some cases, both the passive construction and the verb itself are responsible for the weasel. In passive forms with dummy subjects and there is / there are constructions, the weasel cue included the grammatical subject (i.e. it and there) as well. As for numerically vague expressions, the noun phrase containing a quantifier was marked as a weasel cue. If there was no quantifier (in the case of a bare plural), the noun was annotated as a weasel cue. Comparatives and superlatives were annotated together with their article. Anaphoric pronouns referring to a weasel word were also annotated as weasel cues.
Task Definitions
Two uncertainty detection tasks (sentence classification and in-sentence hedge scope detection) in two domains (biological publications and Wikipedia articles) with three types of submissions (closed, cross and open) were given to the participants of the CoNLL-2010 Shared Task.
Detection of Uncertain Sentences
The aim of Task1 was to develop automatic procedures for identifying sentences in texts which contain unreliable or uncertain information. In particular, this task is a binary classification problem, i.e. factual and uncertain sentences have to be distinguished.
As training and evaluation data
• Task1B: biological abstracts and full articles (evaluation data contained only full articles) from the BioScope corpus and
• Task1W: paragraphs from Wikipedia possibly containing weasel information were provided. The annotation of weasel/hedge cues was carried out on the phrase level, and sentences containing at least one cue were considered as uncertain, while sentences with no cues were considered as factual. The participating systems had to submit a binary classification (certain vs. uncertain) of the test sentences while marking cues in the submissions was voluntary (but participants were encouraged to do this).
In-sentence Hedge Scope Resolution
For Task2, in-sentence scope resolvers had to be developed. The training and evaluation data consisted of biological scientific texts, in which instances of speculative spans -that is, keywords and their linguistic scope -were annotated manually. Submissions to Task2 were expected to automatically annotate the cue phrases and the left and right boundaries of their scopes (exactly one scope must be assigned to a cue phrase).
Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation for Task1 was carried out at the sentence level, i.e. the cue annotations in the sentence were not taken into account. The F β=1 measure (the harmonic mean of precision and recall) of the uncertain class was employed as the chief evaluation metric. The Task2 systems were expected to mark cueand corresponding scope begin/end tags linked together by using some unique IDs. A scope-level F β=1 measure was used as the chief evaluation metric where true positives were scopes which exactly matched the gold standard cue phrases and gold standard scope boundaries assigned to the cue word. That is, correct scope boundaries with incorrect cue annotation and correct cue words with bad scope boundaries were both treated as errors.
This scope-level metric is very strict. For instance, the requirement of the precise match of the cue phrase is questionable as -from an application point of view -the goal is to find uncertain text spans and the evidence for this is not so important. However, the annotation of cues in datasets is essential for training scope detectors since locating the cues usually precedes the identification of their scope. Hence we decided to incorporate cue matches into the evaluation metric.
Another questionable issue is the strict boundary matching requirement. For example, including or excluding punctuations, citations or some bracketed expressions, like (see Figure 1 ) from a scope is not crucial for an otherwise accurate scope detector. On the other hand, the list of such ignorable phenomena is arguable, especially across domains. Thus, we considered the strict boundary matching to be a straightforward and unambiguous evaluation criterion. Minor issues like those mentioned above could be handled by simple post-processing rules. In conclusion we think that the uncertainty detection community may find more flexible evaluation criteria in the future but the strict scope-level metric is definitely a good starting point for evaluation.
Closed and Open Challenges
Participants were invited to submit results in different configurations, where systems were allowed to exploit different kinds of annotated resources. The three possible submission categories were:
• Closed, where only the labeled and unlabeled data provided for the shared task were allowed, separately for each domain (i.e. biomedical train data for biomedical test set and Wikipedia train data for Wikipedia test set). No further manually crafted resources of uncertainty information (i.e. lists, annotated data, etc.) could be used in any domain. On the other hand, tools exploiting the manual annotation of linguistic phenomena not related to uncertainty (such as POS taggers and parsers trained on labeled corpora) were allowed.
• Cross-domain was the same as the closed one but all data provided for the shared task were allowed for both domains (i.e. Wikipedia train data for the biomedical test set, the biomedical train data for Wikipedia test set or a union of Wikipedia and biomedical train data for both test sets).
• Open, where any data and/or any additional manually created information and resource (which may be related to uncertainty) were allowed for both domains.
The motivation behind the cross-domain and the open challenges was that in this way, we could assess whether adding extra (i.e. not domainspecific) information to the systems can contribute to the overall performance.
Datasets
Training and evaluation corpora were annotated manually for hedge/weasel cues and their scope by two independent linguist annotators. Any differences between the two annotations were later resolved by the chief annotator, who was also responsible for creating the annotation guidelines and training the two annotators. The datasets are freely available 2 for further benchmark experiments at http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/ rgai/conll2010st. Since uncertainty cues play an important role in detecting sentences containing uncertainty, they are tagged in the Task1 datasets as well to enhance training and evaluation of systems.
Biological Publications
The biological training dataset consisted of the biological part of the BioScope corpus (Vincze et al., 2008) , hence it included abstracts from the GE-NIA corpus, 5 full articles from the functional genomics literature (related to the fruit fly) and 4 articles from the open access BMC Bioinformatics website. The automatic segmentation of the documents was corrected manually and the sentences (14541 in number) were annotated manually for hedge cues and their scopes.
The evaluation dataset was based on 15 biomedical articles downloaded from the publicly available PubMedCentral database, including 5 random articles taken from the BMC Bioinformatics journal in October 2009, 5 random articles to which the drosophila MeSH term was assigned and 5 random articles having the MeSH terms human, blood cells and transcription factor (the same terms which were used to create the Genia corpus). These latter ten articles were also published in 2009. The aim of this article selection procedure was to have a theme that was close to the training corpus. The evaluation set contained 5003 sentences, out of which 790 were uncertain. These texts were manually annotated for hedge cues and their scope. To annotate the training and the evaluation datasets, the same annotation principles were applied.
For both Task1 and Task2, the same dataset was provided, the difference being that for Task1, only hedge cues and sentence-level uncertainty were given, however, for Task2, hedge cues and their scope were marked in the text.
Wikipedia Datasets
2186 paragraphs collected from Wikipedia archives were also offered as Task1 training data (11111 sentences containing 2484 uncertain ones). The evaluation dataset contained 2346 Wikipedia paragraphs with 9634 sentences, out of which 2234 were uncertain.
For the selection of the Wikipedia paragraphs used to construct the training and evaluation datasets, we exploited the weasel tags added by the editors of the encyclopedia (marking unsupported opinions or expressions of a non-neutral point of view). Each paragraph containing weasel tags (5874 different ones) was extracted from the history dump of English Wikipedia. First, 438 randomly selected paragraphs were manually annotated from this pool then the most frequent cue phrases were collected. Later on, two other sets of Wikipedia paragraphs were gathered on the basis of whether they contained such cue phrases or not. The aim of this sampling procedure was to provide large enough training and evaluation samples containing weasel words and also occurrences of typical weasel words in non-weasel contexts.
Each sentence was annotated manually for weasel cues. Sentences were treated as uncertain if they contained at least one weasel cue, i.e. the scope of weasel words was the entire sentence (which is supposed to be rewritten by Wikipedia editors).
Unlabeled Data
Unannotated but pre-processed full biological articles (150 articles from the publicly available PubMedCentral database) and 1 million paragraphs from Wikipedia were offered to the participants as well. These datasets did not contain any manual annotation for uncertainty, but their usage permitted data sampling from a large pool of in-domain texts without time-wasting pre-processing tasks (cleaning and sentence splitting).
Data Format
Both training and evaluation data were released in a custom XML format. For each task, a separate XML file was made available containing the whole document set for the given task. Evaluation datasets were available in the same format as training data without any sentence-level certainty, cue or scope annotations.
The XML format enabled us to provide more detailed information about the documents such as segment boundaries and types (e.g. section titles, figure captions) and it is the straightforward format to represent nested scopes. Nested scopes have overlapping text spans which may contain cues for multiple scopes (there were 1058 occurrences in the training and evaluation datasets together). The XML format utilizes id-references to determine the scope of a given cue. Nested constructions are rather complicated to represent in the standard IOB format, moreover, we did not want to enforce a uniform tokenization.
To support the processing of the data files, reader and writer software modules were developed and offered to the participants for the uCompare framework. uCompare provides a universal interface (UIMA) and several text mining and natural language processing tools (tokenizers, POS taggers, syntactic parsers, etc.) for general and biological domains. In this way participants could configure and execute a flexible chain of analyzing tools even with a graphical UI.
Submissions and Results
Participants uploaded their results through the shared task website, and the official evaluation was performed centrally. After the evaluation period, the results were published for the participants on the Web. A total of 23 teams participated in the shared task. 22, 16 and 13 teams submitted output for Task1B, Task1W and Task2, respectively.
Results
Tables 1, 2 and 3 contain the results of the submitted systems for Task1 and Task2. The last name of the first author of the system description paper (published in these proceedings) is used here as a system name 3 . The last column contains the type of submission. The system of Kilicoglu and Bergler (2010) is the only open submission. They adapted their system introduced in Kilicoglu and Bergler (2008) to the datasets of the shared task.
Regarding cross submissions, and Ji et al. (2010) managed to achieve a noticeable improvement by exploiting cross-domain 3Ö zgür did not publish a description of her system. data. extended the biological cue word dictionary of their system -using it as a feature for classification -by the frequent cues of the Wikipedia dataset, while Ji et al. (2010) used the union of the two datasets for training (they have reported an improvement from 47.0 to 58.7 on the Wikipedia evaluation set after a postchallenge bugfix). Table 3 : Task1 biological results (type ∈ {Closed(C), Cross(X), Open(O)}).
higher precision than recall. There may be two reasons for this. The systems may have applied only reliable patterns, or patterns occurring in the evaluation set may be imperfectly covered by the training datasets. The most intense participation was on Task1B. Here, participants applied various precision/recall trade-off strategies. For instance, Tang et al. (2010) achieved a balanced precision/recall configuration, while achieved third place thanks to their superior precision. Tables 4 and 5 show the cue-level performances, i.e. the F-measure of cue phrase matching where true positives were strict matches. Note that it was optional to submit cue annotations for Task1 (if participants submitted systems for both Task2 and Task1B with cue tagging, only the better score of the two was considered).
It is interesting to see that Morante et al. (2010) who obtained the best results on Task2 achieved a medium-ranked F-measure on the cue-level (e.g. their result on the cue-level is lower by 4% com-pared to , while on the scopelevel the difference is 13% in the reverse direction), which indicates that the real strength of the system of Morante et al. (2010) Table 5 : Biological cue-level results (type ∈ {Closed(C), Cross(X), Open(O)}).
Approaches
The approaches to Task1 fall into two major categories. There were six systems which handled the task as a classical sentence classification problem and employed essentially a bag-of-words feature representation (they are marked as BoW in Table 6 ). The remaining teams focused on the cue phrases and sought to classify every token if it was a part of a cue phrase, then a sentence was predicted as uncertain if it contained at least one recognized cue phrase. Five systems followed a pure token classification approach (TC) for cue detection while others used sequential labeling techniques (usually Conditional Random Fields) to identify cue phrases in sentences (SL). The feature set employed in Task1 systems typically consisted of the wordform, its lemma or stem, POS and chunk codes and about the half of the participants constructed features from the dependency and/or constituent parse tree of the sentences as well (see Table 6 for details).
It is interesting to see that the top ranked systems of Task1B followed a sequence labeling approach, while the best systems on Task1W applied a bag-of-words sentence classification. This may be due to the fact that biological sentences have relatively simple patterns. Thus the context of the cue words (token classification-based approaches used features derived from a window of the token in question, thus, they exploited the relationship among the tokens and their contexts) can be utilized while Wikipedia weasels have a diverse nature. Another observation is that the top systems in both Task1B and Task1W are the ones which did not derive features from syntactic parsing.
Each Task2 system was built upon a Task1 system, i.e. they attempted to recognize the scopes for the predicted cue phrases (however, Zhang et al. (2010) have argued that the objective functions of Task1 and Task2 cue detection problems are different because of sentences containing multiple hedge spans).
Most systems regarded multiple cues in a sentence to be independent from each other and formed different classification instances from them. There were three systems which incorporated information about other hedge cues (e.g. their distance) of the sentence into the feature space and Zhang et al. (2010) constructed a cascade system which utilized directly the predicted scopes (it processes cue phrases from left to right) during predicting other scopes in the same sentence.
The identification of the scope for a certain cue was typically carried out by classifying each token in the sentence. Task2 systems differ in the number of class labels used as target and in the machine learning approaches applied. Most systems -following Morante and Daelemans (2009) -used three class labels (F)IRST, (L)AST and NONE. Two participants used four classes by adding (I)NSIDE, while three systems followed a binary classification approach (SCOPE versus NONSCOPE). The systems typically included a post-processing procedure to force scopes to be continuous and to include the cue phrase in question. The machine learning methods applied can be again categorized into sequence labeling (SL) Entropy Guided Transformation Learning (ETL), Averaged Perceptron (AP), k-nearest neighbour (KNN); Feature selection: gathering phrases from the training corpus using statistical thresholds (statistical); Features: orthographical information about the token (ortho), lemma or stem of the token (stem), Part-of-Speech codes (POS), syntactic chunk information (chunk), dependency parsing (dep), position inside the document or section information (docpos) and token classification (TC) approaches (see Table 7 ). The feature sets used here are the same as for Task1, extended by several features describing the relationship between the cue phrase and the token in question mostly by describing the dependency path between them. Table 7 ). The feature sets used here are the same as for Task1, extended by several features describing the relationship between the cue phrase and the token in question mostly by describing the dependency path between them.
Conclusions
The CoNLL-2010 Shared Task introduced the novel task of uncertainty detection. The challenge consisted of a sentence identification task on uncertainty (Task1) and an in-sentence hedge scope detection task (Task2). In the latter task the goal of automatic systems was to recognize speculative text spans inside sentences. The relatively high number of participants indicates that the problem is rather interesting for the Natural Language Processing community. We think that this is due to the practical importance of the task for (principally biomedical) applications and because it addresses several open research questions. Although several approaches were introduced by the participants of the shared task and we believe that the ideas described in this proceedings can serve as an excellent starting point for the development of an uncertainty detector, there is a lot of room for improving such systems. The manually annotated datasets and software tools developed for the shared task may act as benchmarks for these future experiments (they are freely available at http://www.inf. u-szeged.hu/rgai/conll2010st).
